Only the last amino acids in the nascent peptide influence translation termination in Escherichia coli genes.
Efficiency of translation termination is affected if the last two amino acids in the nascent peptide are changed [1,2]. By changing the corresponding codons upstream of the stop signal UGAA, we have analyzed if the -3 to -6 amino acids at the C-terminal region of the nascent peptide also affect termination. Lysine at position -3 gave increased readthrough, whereas a total of 28 variations at positions -4, -5, and -6 showed no significant effect on readthrough. The 3'-ends corresponding to the last six codons in 27 Escherichia coli genes were inserted upstream of a stop codon in the 3A' translation assay gene [1]. Readthrough of the stop codon was measured and a possible correlation with the Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) 131 of the respective genes was investigated. Sequences from genes with low CAI do not give any such correlation, whereas sequences from genes with high CAI values are correlated with high termination efficiency. This correlation disappears if the -1 and -2 codons/amino acids are changed. The results suggest that mainly the terminal dipeptide of the terminal hexapeptide sequence has an influence on termination in the tested E. coli genes. This influence is dependent on the charge of the -2 amino acid and is correlated with the alpha-helix propensity of the -1 amino acid, in accordance with results obtained from synthetic gene constructs [1,2].